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Coming up………..
• Cheetahs galore
• Sable darting
• Buffalo birth
• Wildlife sightings
• Reserve projects
• The smaller things in life

Now follow us on Instagram #askariwcp
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Volunteers joining Askari this month
formed “The Inglorious Bustards”.
Volunteers were from Australia,
Canada, England and Sweden.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

The month in view

With over 200 bird species
on the reserve, there’s a lot
more to see than just the
mammals. Including this
nesting African Paradise
flycatcher right outside the
bedroom window!

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Cheetahs galore
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We had a fantastic start to the year with our cheetah
sightings this month. With only 8 individuals (6 adults, 2
cubs) on the reserve, it can be hard to pin them down.
But this month we were very lucky and it all started right
on our doorstep. Leaving the Askari gate one morning we
came across ‘Kusala’ and her young cub. While the cub
was rolling around relaxing, mum had her eye on some
breakfast. We watched in anticipation as she began to
stalk a herd of impala; next she shot off down Main
access and the sound of impala alarm calls filled the air.

A few seconds later and the cub jumped up, responding
to calls from mum…..we followed too and found ‘Kusala’
had been successful in catching the pair an impala meal.
It was great to see the cub tuck into the meal and
practice dragging the carcass.

Later in the month we
were on the hunt for
spotted hyaenas. We
had left the house
before dark and made
our way to the den
but this time there
was no one home. At
the dam nearby
however we had a
stunning sunrise
sighting of brothers
‘Songo’ and ‘Sanana’.
The light was just
perfect as the boys
cautiously came down
for a drink.
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Reserve work & Projects
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Tree protection started on a
new tree this month, a
Marula. Rocks collected
from the old mica mine in
Buffalo camp were packed
around the base of the
trunk. It will take a good few
more loads before
protection from elephants is
complete.

Other projects included fence maintenance and anti-poaching patrols.
Cleaning and monitoring in the nyala and sable breeding camps was high
on the agenda along with the repair of shade cloth on the fence separating
the camps. Alien plant control took place, both ‘Common thorn apple’ and
‘Lantana’ plants were removed, invasive species from South America. Work
continued at our erosion site on Langa langa. We try to do this during
summer as the rains help new seeds germinate and grow. Bush
encroachment is also tackled during this activity as we use sicklebush
branches to cover the newly repaired soil. The team enjoyed a lovely sleep
out in the bush and also worked on the construction of a new recycling
storage centre in the Askari garden.

Sadly a number of sable were lost from the
breeding camps this month following an outbreak
of internal parasites. We are having a bad year for
rainfall and facing a severe drought in the months
ahead. Small, limited downpours cause a flush of
green vegetation in the breeding camps, great fresh
food for the sable. Because the rain doesn’t last
long however, the grass doesn’t either and soon the
sable are back to feeding at soil level where it is
easy for them to pick up the eggs of intestinal
worms. Vet Dr Peter Rogers was called on a number
of occasions to try and help contain the outbreak. A
large proportion of our time this month was
therefore taken up with monitoring in the camps on
a daily basis, not always glamorous work when
there are carcasses to move. We did however catch
a great photo on the camera trap from one of the
carcasses, one of our brown hyaenas feeding……just
a couple of hundred metres from the Askari house.

Sable darting

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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2015 saw the birth of the first ever Cape buffalo calf on Pidwa! Our
females, who arrived last June, were already pregnant but we weren’t
sure exactly when they were due to give birth. Well the first one
arrived this month and the others look like they will follow suit soon!

Elephant sightings are always a
highlight and we saw both the
herds and bulls around this
month.

It turns out it’s not just us humans who enjoy a scenic view. We got a call over the radio this month of 9
lions who were sitting close to the lodge. As if a sighting of 9 lions isn’t incredible enough, the backdrop to
the moment was just as stunning! On arrival, we were able to confirm it was the ‘Askari pride’ – surprisingly
far from their normal territory. Only ‘Tembe’ was present of the adult males who was sporting a dew claw
injury to the rump. One of the adult females also had a head wound, all suspected to be consequences of
the challenge mounted by a rival male coalition back in December. Although one of the rival coalition died
in that dispute, Askari male ‘Gwala’ has also not been since and may also have suffered fatal injuries.

Meanwhile, 
the 2 remaining 
males of the 
challenging 
coalition were 
seen in the heart 
of the Askari
pride territory and seem determined to stay.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

The smaller things in life

January is the height of summer here on Pidwa. Technically, it should also be the peak of our rainy season
but so far it looks like we have a drought ahead. Although this is bad news for the bush and the animals it
is a natural event. On average we works on a 5-7 year drought cycle and our last bad drought was indeed
7 years ago. Even without the rains however, there are still so many more aspects to the bush in summer
with insects, arachnids, reptiles, migratory birds and dramatic, cloudy skies!
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Seeing a dung beetle roll it's ball is always a highlight of
my day! Males are selected as partners based on the size
and shape of their ball (the bigger and more rounded
the better). If a female likes what she sees she will be
transported on the dung ball, while the man does all the
work pushing. She will lay her eggs inside and the ball is
then buried. Dung beetles carry out an essential role of
cycling nutrients here in the bush. Who can tell which is
the male and which is the female in this photo?

This was one of many wasp nests that I pulled
off our sofa cushions this month! This wasp
species hunts spiders, paralyses them and then
incarcerates them inside a carefully constructed
mud chamber along with their eggs. When the
eggs hatch, the young wasps have a ready
prepared meal awaiting them! This particular
nest encased 23 spiders (of 3 different species),
another had 30. These wasps should be every
arachnophobe's best friend!

A Regal fruit
chafer – this is
one of the beetle
family that can
grow up to 30cm
long!

A woodland 
kingfisher. A 
summer only visitor 
which, despite it’s 
name, feeds mostly 
on insects.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

